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SENIOR /EXECUTIVE SUPPLY CHAIN - GROUP LEVEL (REF: JB /00471) 
(Currently on R1.75m CTC p.a. ex incentives and bonuses - negotiable on desired) 

Leading SCM with BBA, BCom (Honours) Marketing Management, MCom, MCIPS qualifications.    

Exceptional skills in the following areas: Supply chain, strategic sourcing, transactional 

procurement, inventory management, business strategy and change management, contract 

management and extensive people management skills.   He is a results-oriented, performance 

driven person with a high level of integrity, who is currently at a Group SCM level.    Service 

delivery focussed, with extensive business acumen.  This is very definitely an A rated senior 

candidate!  He is a white male 

 

SUPPLY CHAIN EXECUTIVE (REF: JB /00472) 

(Desired Remuneration R1.5 neg) 
This gentleman (white) is a solid and highly experienced commercial Supply Chain Manager with 
a BSc and MBA from the University of Stellenbosch.  He is a strong advocate of change 
management and believes in systems and processes as key enablers of supply chain excellence, 
if properly aligned to business strategies and plans.  He is currently employed at a large 
industrial company (Euro 100 million company) within a group (Euro 1 Billion) and has been 
with the same company since 2009.  He is ideally qualified to add significant value wherever he 
goes.   Various functions have included sourcing, demand and supply planning, procurement, 
shipping, logistics, systems management (design and implementation) etc.    He can build a 
world class supply chain and manage it with ease.  Highly recommended candidate 
 

NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER (REF: MP/00473) 

(R1.2 Million CTC p.a.)       

This Indian female has completed her studies towards a Master of Business Leadership (MBL) 
and obtained her Bachelor of Technology in Food Technology. She is currently responsible for 
creating the innovation strategy and implementation and leading new product development 
and commercialization of food products for VAMP. She supports strategic thrusts through 
innovation, product re-engineering and cost-effective products through effective management 
of the NPD Centre. She has excellent numeracy and analytical skills. She can analyse, improve 
and implement continuous improvement within area of responsibility 
 
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGER /PROCUREMENT MANAGER (SENIOR) (REF: JB /00474) 
(Desired Remuneration:  R1.1 plus incentives) 
A highly motivated and experienced Supply Chain, Procurement Manager (black female) with 
more than fifteen years of experience with invaluable knowledge of managing projects, 
resources and staff in an effective and efficient manner. Highly focused with a comprehensive 
understanding of the full value chain (procurement and the supply chain) using exceptional 
communication and leadership skills to coach, manage, and motivate diverse professionals in 
challenging environments, a proven track record of successfully leading and implementing 
process improvements across all areas of the supply chain/initiatives within private and public 
companies… Experienced professional with both strategic and operational background with 
demonstrated focus on total cost of ownership.  Solid experience in implementing, and 
executing strategies resulting in greater customer confidence and strengthened business 
results.  Experience as a Head of Procurement/SCM has proved extremely instrumental in the 



areas of development and execution of strategies and action plans within the 
procurement/supply chain arena 
 
SUPPLY CHAIN SPECIALIST - CAPE TOWN ONLY (REF: JB /00475) 
(Desired Remuneration R880k p.a. plus, negotiable) 
This candidate (white male) holds a BCom degree in Logistics.   He has a stable work history 
having started off in a consulting role for several years before moving into a more specialised SC 
role.  He is hoping to relocate to Cape Town and is looking for a senior position in a mid-sized 
company where the dynamic leadership understands the benefits of a supply chain 
professional.   He is competent to manage the total supply chain from sourcing and 
procurement, to international logistics to manufacturing and delivery.    A professional and 
experienced SC specialist 
 
FINANCIAL MANAGER (REF: MP/00476) (R67 500 CTC P.m.)   
This Asian male has completed his BCom Accounting degree with Articles and is in the process 
of completing his CA studies via CIMA. He also has a BCom Business Marketing, Management 
and Information Systems. He has thirteen to fourteen years working experience in Accounting, 
Management, Reconciliations, Statutory Accounts, AR, AP, Trial Balances, Month end Reports, 
SWOT Analysis, and Costings. He has extensive experience in SAP, AccPac, Syspro, Pastel 
Evolution, VIP Payroll, JD Edwards, Merlin, CRM, and Advanced Excel. The candidate has worked 
in various industries including manufacturing, retail, agriculture, banking, telecommunications, 
and hospitality. He has always ensured GAAP, IFRS, SOX and SARS regulations are adhered to.  
 
MERCHANDISING PLANNING MANAGER / SNR DEMAND PLANNER (REF: JB /00477) 
(Desired Remuneration R65k p.m. highly negotiable) 
This candidate (Asian female) has recently re-joined the market place after time off dealing with 
a family tragedy.  She has twenty-eight years plus experience in planning, buying and category 
management. Very much a person who ‘leads from the front’, she has solid business acumen 
and is a firm and compassionate manager / leader who always keeps the business as her top 
priority.  Her most recent role was with a well-known e-comm business with online trading 
where she was the Supply Chain Planning Head. She operates well in difficult and versatile 
planning environments.  One of her key achievements there was also the streamlining of all the 
supply chain demand planning and logistics processes and procedures 
 
DATA GOVERNANCE MANAGER (REF: AH/00478) (R700K CTC p.a. - R750K CTC p.a.)  
A black female with her BCom Honours Informatics Degree, who has six years working 
experience, originally in development and analysis roles to Data Governance Management. Her 
experience includes developing and implementing Data Governance strategies within corporate 
and a smaller organisation.  Seeking a new challenge in a large corporate 
 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER (REF: AH/00479) (R450k CTC p.a. - R700 CTC p.a.)  
An Indian female who holds a BCom in Banking and an MBA is available for a new opportunity. 
With nineteen years’ experience within business and private banking, she offers a wealth of 
experience including sales coaching and management consulting 
 
LEGAL ADVISOR / COMMERCIAL ANALYST (REF: AH/00480) (R540k CTC p.a. - R700 CTC p.a.)  
This candidate (Indian Male) is an Admitted Attorney with seven years’ experience working 
across all legal fields.  He is also registered as a business rescue practitioner with strong 
financial management and reporting experience.  He holds an LLB and is busy with his MBA.  He 
is ideally seeking position within a corporate 
 



SENIOR QUANTITY SURVEYOR (REF: AH/00481) (R600K CTC p.a. - R650K CTC p.a.)  
This black female holds a BTech Quantity Surveying and is currently studying towards a BSc 
Honours Quantity Surveying.  She offers fifteen years’ quantity surveying experience in the 
construction industry and has solid project, contracts and commercial management experience.  
 
FINANCIAL MANAGER (REF: JB /00482) 

(Immediately Available - Desired Remuneration R50k p.m.)  

This candidate (white female) is a Financial Manager with more than twenty years accounting 
experience.   She studied a BCom Financial Management (third year) but unfortunately, she 
never completed it due to a family tragedy.   She does hold a Diploma in Accounting.  She has 
managed staff and ran two divisions for large organizations.   This candidate has solid 
knowledge of the cash management, debtors, creditors, financial reporting, forecasting, 
inventory and is known for her trouble shooting abilities 
 
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT / FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT (REF: AH/00483)  
(R450k CTC p.a. - R600 CTC p.a.)  
A black female with a BCom Honours in Financial Management who has completed the CIMA 
managerial level (currently studying the Strategic Level).  Has ten years’ working experience in 
financial accounting, cost and management accounting.  Having successfully completed a 
contract, she is immediately available 
 
SUPPLY CHAIN ANALYST - DURBAN or JOHANNESBURG (REF: JB /00484) 
(Desired Remuneration R40k p.m.) 
This young Indian lady holds a BCom in Marketing, Management and Supply Chain.   She is also 
a Certified Supply Chain Professional (CSCP) and has a Project Management qualification as 
well. Currently in the role of SC Analyst, she is very keen to find a role offering better scope for 
career growth. Her current role has been a great learning curve as when she joined the 
company there were no systems, tools etc. in place and these she has implemented.  She was a 
part of the SAP rollout and set up SC master data on SAP and SMART.   Introduced a savings 
tracker using Excel. Very strong leaning to continuous improvement and optimisation, this 
young candidate would also suit a consulting role 
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